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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Motivation: two stylized facts

Stylized fact 1: Family firms are the most common type of firm in the
world.

I This is true even among large firms. La Porta et al. ’99, Claessens et

al. ’00, Faccio & Lang ’02, Anderson & Reeb ’03, Cai et al. ’13, Bloom et al. ’14

I This is also true among mid-sized firms.

In particular, dynastic family firms (inherited by the family of the
founder) make up 20-25% of mid-sized firms in manufacturing.

Despite well-known individual success stories, the weight of the evidence
suggests the average dynastic firm with a family CEO has worse
productivity relative to non-family firms...
Morck et al ’05, Caselli & Gennaioli ’13, Bennedsen et al ’07, Perez-Gonzales ’06.

... but we don’t know enough about why that is the case.
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Motivation: stylized facts

Stylized fact 2: Dynastic family firms have worse management
practices relative to other firms. Bloom & Van Reenen ’07, Bloom et al ’14.
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Family owned, professional CEO

Note: World Management Survey data. Excludes founder-owned firms. N=11857;
N(Not family owned)=8592; N(Family owned, professional CEO)=565; N(Family owned, family CEO)=2700. 

... but the difference seems to be driven by CEO choice, not ownership.
PDFs
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

This paper

1st Question: Are dynastic family firms worse managed?

I We developed a new survey and collected new data on CEO
successions, family characteristics of outgoing CEOs and merged
with management practices data for over 800 manufacturing firms
in Latin America and Europe.

I Instrumental variables approach: we use whether the outgoing CEO
had any sons as an IV for the decision of family succession.

2nd Question: Why do we see these patterns?

I We build a simple stylized model, with added insight on how higher
firing costs faced by family CEOs can limit the adoption of effective
management practices.

I We find empirical support for the predictions of the model.
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Preview of results

1st Question: Are dynastic family firms worse managed?

1 Yes. Succession to a family CEO leads to approximately
0.8 standard deviations worse management practices.

• This matters: implied productivity hit of ≈ 5% to 15%.

2nd Question: Why are dynastic family firms worse managed?

2 Self-awareness and manager skills explain a part of the gap in
management quality.

3 But also, incentives: we find dynastic firms facing higher costs of
firing workers adopt fewer management practices.
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Contribution

Current literature 1:
I Focuses on primarily on large, publicly traded firms in rich countries.

Anderson and Reed 2003, Perez-Gonzales 2006.

Contribution:

1 New data for mid-sized private firms, including details on family
characteristics.

2 Evidence of a causal relationship between dynastic family CEOs and poor
management.

3 New evidence on the mechanisms:

I Current suggestions can only explain part of the gap,
I We build a stylized model endogenizing dynastic firms’ firing costs

and present empirical evidence consistent with the model’s
predictions.
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Contribution

Current literature 3:

I Suggested mechanisms behind underperformance include dynastic CEOs
lower skill/ability Burkart et al 2003, Perez-Gonzales 2006, Bennedsen et al

2007 and lower awareness of own failings Bloom et al 2014.

Focus on eponymy of founder-run firms (entrepreneurs) as a correlate of
productivity. Chatterji et al 2016, Lee & Belenzon 2017

Contribution:

1 New data for mid-sized private firms, including details on family
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2 Evidence of a causal relationship between dynastic family CEOs and poor
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Roadmap

1 Data

2 Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed?

3 Q2: Mechanisms
Stylized model

4 Conclusion
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Data: Ownership Survey

We developed a new survey that traces ownership and CEO successions
since foundation, including information on:

I Outgoing CEO’s total number of children,

I Outgoing CEO’s number of male children,

I Outgoing CEO’s gender of the first child,

I Who within the family took the CEO position,

I Number of family members involved in management.

Total sample: 2700 firms, in 5 LatAm, 6 Africa, 6 EU countries.

Dynastic firms sample: 810 firms in 5 LatAm, 1 Africa, 6 EU countries.
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Data: descriptive statistics on family size

Founder CEOs have large families...
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Data: descriptive statistics on family size

... but not differentially by gender of the first born.

K-Smirnov equality test p-value: 0.784
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Data: descriptive statistics on who becomes the CEO

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1
Share of firms controlled by each category of CEO

0 sons

1 son

2 sons

3+ sons

Note: 'Other family' includes primarily male family members such as grandchildren, nephews, in-laws etc.
This graph includes all successions included in the sample used for the IV analysis. N=818. 

Sons
Daughters
Other family
Professional CEO
(family owned)
Professional CEO
(firm sold)

Outgoing CEOs with at least one son are much more likely to keep the
firm in the family.
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Data: World Management Survey

I Dependent variables come from the World Management Survey
(WMS), a survey of manufacturing firms with 50-5000 employees.

I It measures quality of management practices in a survey across
18 topics, each topic getting a score of 1-5 (least to most).

I Measure of management is the standardized average
management score.

I Management matters for firm productivity. Bloom et al 2013 and

2014, Giorcelli 2016, Bloom, Sadun and Van Reenen 2017

correlation: family firms only
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Firm example: key performance indicators

more
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Identification strategy

Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed?

Identification strategy: IV-2SLS.

First stage:

FamilyCEOisc = α1+ρ HAD SONSisc +ψNchildrenisc +ϑ′Xi +γs +ζc +νisc

Second stage:

Misc = α2 + βiv
̂FamilyCEOisc + υNchildrenisc + φ′Xi + Γs + τc + εisc

where Xi are firm controls, and include country c and industry s fixed effects.

Identifying assumption: gender composition of children is not related to
managerial practices other than through its effect on CEO succession decisions.

LATE: the effect of family CEO succession for those who would have sold
firm/hired professional in the absence of any sons.
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Standard OLS: Misc = α0 + βolsFamilyCEOisc + θ′Xi + ωs + δc + uisc
OLS results OLS issues
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

IV results: family-run firms are worse managed...

OLS IV Second Stage results

(1)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

z-mgmt

z-mgmt z-ops/monitor z-targets z-people

Family CEO = 1 -0.369**

-0.808** -0.747* -0.686* -0.673*

(0.111)

(0.388) (0.412) (0.381) (0.375)

IV First Stage results
z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt

Excluded instruments
Had at least 1 son

0.308*** 0.308*** 0.308*** 0.308***
(0.066) (0.066) (0.066) (0.066)

Control for family size: 3

3 3 3 3

# Observations 818

818 818 818 818

# Firms 810

810 810 810 810

First stage R2 0.311

0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059

First stage K-P F-stat .

21.58 21.58 21.58 21.58

Different functional forms Robustness checks
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Stylized model

Possible mechanisms

Puzzle: If adopting these practices is good, then why are firms not
doing so?

Two often-cited reasons refer to:

1 Awareness:

CEOs are unaware of their quality deficit. Rivkin 2000,

Gibbons & Henderson 2013, Bennet et al 2015.

2 Skills:

Even if aware, they do not know how to fix the issues. Bloom

et al 2013, Bennedsen et al 2007, Rivkin 2000, Gibbons & Henderson 2013.

There is evidence that dynastic CEOs are worse on (1) and (2), but:

I Neither is inherently unique to family firms.

I Neither fully explain the gap in management quality. table
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Introduction Data Q1: Are dynastic firms worse managed? Q2: Mechanisms Conclusion

Stylized model

What is unique about dynastic firms?

So what else might be going on?

There is evidence that dynastic firms have stronger implicit
employment commitments with workers in their firms.

I Evidence from France Bassanini et al (2012), Bach & Serrano-Velarde (2016)

I Evidence from Italy (and cross-country) Ellul, Pagano & Schivardi (2015)

I Evidence from Brazil Cornwell, Schmutte & Scur (2017)

Expectation that workers won’t be fired from family firms.

I Thus, family CEOs face a higher cost of firing workers, reducing
incentives to invest in a “monitoring technology” such as
management structures.

I Two key model predictions:

1 Family firms with higher firm-specific firing costs invest less evidence

2 Firms facing higher industry firing costs invest less evidence
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I Evidence from Brazil Cornwell, Schmutte & Scur (2017)

Expectation that workers won’t be fired from family firms.

I Thus, family CEOs face a higher cost of firing workers, reducing
incentives to invest in a “monitoring technology” such as
management structures.

I Two key model predictions:

1 Family firms with higher firm-specific firing costs invest less evidence

2 Firms facing higher industry firing costs invest less evidence
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Concluding remarks

We collect new data on family firms across the world and present new
evidence on:

1 The organizational choices of mid-sized family firms.

2 A causal link between having a family CEO at the helm of the firm and
worse management practices.

3 Possible mechanisms behind the poor management of family-run firms,
including a novel approach taking firing costs into account.

Policy implications:

1 Long term: improve stock of professional managers (education), and
improve shareholder/owner protection.

2 Short term: Pay attention to the framing of management upgrading
projects to take into account implicit commitments of family firms to their
employees.
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All in the family?
CEO choice and firm organization

Daniela Scur
University of Oxford

with Renata Lemos (World Bank & CEP-LSE)

Empirical Management Conference
World Bank, DC
December 2017
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Distribution of management score

K-Smirnov test p-value for 
family vs non-family: 0.000
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Note: This graph uses the full WMS sample. N=15798;
N(Not family owned)=8592; N(Family owned, professional CEO)=565; N(Family owned, family CEO)=5950. 
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Big picture: why do we care?

Firms with 50+ employees in manufacturing account for 67% of employment in
Mexico and Brazil, 56% in Argentina and 65% for 100+ employees in the US.

Sources: 2009 County Business Patterns for the United States. Economic Census 2004/2005 for Argentina. Central Register of
Enterprises (CEMPRE) 2010 for Brazil. Economic Census 2008 for Mexico.

Back to motivation 3 / 21



Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Data: descriptive statistics on who becomes the CEO
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Family owned family CEO (2nd+ gen) Family owned professional CEO

Note: This graph uses data from the Ownership Survey. Each column represents the average number of 
family members involved in management in family-owned firms in each continent, relative to the 
continental average of family members involved in management in founder-owned firms. Founder/family 
firms only.
Total N=3099. Africa N=556. Anglo-Saxon N=289. Asia N=293. Europe N=659. Latin America N=1302.

Africa Anglo-Saxon Asia Europe Latin America

When firms professionalize their top management, they do so throughout
the firm.
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Motivation: including country controls
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Note: World Management Survey data. Excludes founder-owned firms. Includes country controls. N=12548;
N(Not family owned)=8592; N(Family owned, professional CEO)=565; N(Family owned, family CEO)=2700. 
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Descriptives

Family-run
Mean

Non-family-run
Mean

Diff in
means

Family-run
Median

Non-family-run
Median

Firm characteristics, regressors
Employment 447 593 146 230 250
Firm age 50.52 46.46 -4.16 47 42
% of employees with degrees 11.62% 13.16% 1.54 7.9% 10%
Multinational = 1 12.3% 43.4% 31%*** 0% 0%
Low tech industry = 1 46.0% 35.8% -10%*** 0% 0%
Total 641 173 . 641 173

Back to descriptives
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

OLS bias: which way?

Omitted variables

Positive: If the firm can stay alive as a family firm there is something
positive about it that is both driving the CEO choice as well as
management.

Negative: The firm is so bad that only a family member will take it on.

Simultaneity

CEO type and management are chosen jointly.

Reverse causality

If more management structure allows for a transition into an external
CEO, who in turn implements more management structure etc.

Back to baseline
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Who are the CEOs: by generation

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1
Share of firms controlled by each type of CEO

0 sons

1 son

2 sons

3+ sons

Total N=482. N(0)=28; N(1)=150; N(2)=162; N(3+)=139.

Panel 1: 1st gen succession

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1
Share of firms controlled by each type of CEO

0 sons

1 son

2 sons

3+ sons

Total N=317. N(0)=13; N(1)=106; N(2)=133; N(3+)=64.

Panel 1: 2+ gen succession

Note: Family includes primarily male family members such as grandchildren, nephews, cousins, in laws etc.
and CEOs that could be identified as family members, but the analyst could not ascertain which one. This
graph includes all successions included in the sample used for the IV analysis. Includes CEOs with no children.

1st son Other sons Other family
Daughters Professional CEO (family-owned) Firm sold

Back to who are the CEOs
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Who are the CEOs: by number of children

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1
Share of firms controlled by each type of CEO

  1 daughter

 1 son, 1 daughter

1 son

Total N=58; 1 daughter N =14; 1 son N =43.

Panel A: 1 child

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1
Share of firms controlled by each type of CEO

  2 daughters

 1 son, 1 daughter

2 sons

N=273; 2 daughters=117; 2 sons=137; Mixed=19.

Panel B: 2 children

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1
Share of firms controlled by each type of CEO

 All daughters

1 son, 1 daughter

All sons

N=330; All girls=117; All boys=180; Mixed=33.

Panel C: 1 and 2 children

Note: Family includes primarily male family members such as grandchildren, nephews, cousins, in laws etc.
and CEOs that could be identified as family members, but the analyst could not ascertain which one. This
graph includes all successions included in the sample used for the IV analysis. Includes CEOs with no children.

1st son
Other sons
Other family
Daughters
Professional CEO (family-owned)
Firm sold

Back to who are the CEOs
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

2SLS - other first stage functional forms

First stage:

FamilyCEOi = αfs +
3∑

j=1

ρjsonj + δichildreni + η′Xi + νi (1)

FamilyCEOi = αfs +
3∑

j=2

ρjsonj + δ1i son1 + δ2ichildreni + η′Xi + νi (2)

FamilyCEOi = αfs +
3∑

j=1

ρjsonj +
3∑

j=1

δjchildrenj + η′Xi + νi (3)

Back to main specification
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

IV results: management, extra functional forms

Second stage results

(1) (2) (3) (4)
# sons step function
linear children control

# sons and # children
step function

1st son as control,
not IV

1st child male

Family CEO = 1 -0.767** -0.606 -0.718* -0.463
(0.382) (0.428) (0.390) (0.549)

Hansen’s J statistic 0.553 1.214 0.219 .
Hansen’s J p-value 0.758 0.545 0.640 .

IV First Stage results
z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt

Excluded instruments
First child = male 0.128***

(0.037)
1 son 0.304*** 0.293*** 0.304***

(0.068) (0.079) (0.068)
2 sons 0.302*** 0.293*** 0.302***

(0.069) (0.081) (0.069)
3+ sons 0.348*** 0.334*** 0.348***

(0.074) (0.085) (0.074)
1 child 0.080

(0.120)
2 children 0.046

(0.116)
3+ children 0.110

(0.118)
Control for family

size: linear
Yes No Yes No

# Observations 814 814 814 814
# Firms 806 806 806 806
R2 0.064 0.066 0.064 0.020
F-stat (first stage) 7.374 5.807 7.374 6.212

Back to main results Back to robustness
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Robustness checks: weights

Second stage results:
sample weights by country

Second stage results:
overall sample weights

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt

Family CEO = 1 -1.055** -1.014** -0.374 -1.030** -0.962** -0.401
(0.518) (0.503) (0.518) (0.497) (0.476) (0.536)

Hansen’s J statistic 2.167 2.535
Hansen’s J p-value 0.338 0.281

IV First Stage results
z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt z-mgmt

Excluded instruments
Had at least 1 son 0.304*** 0.304***

(0.066) (0.066)
First child = male 0.128*** 0.128***

(0.037) (0.037)
1 son 0.304*** 0.304***

(0.068) (0.068)
2 sons 0.302*** 0.302***

(0.069) (0.069)
3+ sons 0.348*** 0.348***

(0.074) (0.074)
Control for family

size: linear
Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

# Observations 814 814 814 814 814 814
# Firms 806 806 806 806 806 806
R2 0.062 0.064 0.023 0.062 0.064 0.023
F-stat (first stage) 11.651 7.374 6.212 11.651 7.374 6.212

Back to main results Back to robustness
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Family CEO firms no better in work-life balance measures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
z-work life balance z-emergency z-work from z-switch z-childcare z-hours worked z-holidays z-PT share
average index leave home (y/n) FT-PT subsidy

Family (controlled) firms
Family owned, family CEO 0.003 0.026 -0.052 -0.062 -0.078 0.003 -0.004 0.054

(0.023) (0.049) (0.034) (0.045) (0.052) (0.022) (0.029) (0.070)
Founder owned, founder CEO

Non-family (controlled) firms
Family owned, professional CEO -0.032 0.080 -0.005 -0.181* 0.094 -0.004 -0.041 -0.064

(0.037) (0.090) (0.096) (0.101) (0.110) (0.042) (0.052) (0.058)
Privately owned, professional CEO 0.010 -0.001 0.003 -0.020 -0.031 0.004 0.028 -0.047

(0.020) (0.049) (0.036) (0.047) (0.049) (0.020) (0.028) (0.036)
Dispersed Shareholders
(reference category)

Observations 2549 2685 5039 2656 2647 13574 2707 2780
Noise controls 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Firm controls 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Industry controls 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Sample used: Full WMS Full WMS Full WMS Full WMS Full WMS Full WMS Full WMS Full WMS

mechanisms
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Mechanism: CEO choice

α β
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ufam = π(e) − Γ
upro = λπ(e)
uw = wg

ufam = π(e) − Γ

upro = λπ(e)
uw = wg

ufam = π(e) −m − (`c + f ) − Γ

upro = λ[π(e)] −m − `c

uw = wg − c`

ufam = π(e) −m − Γ

upro = λ[π(e)] −m

uw = wg

ufam = π(e) −m − Γ

upro = λ[π(e)] −m
uw = wg

ufam = π(e) −m − (`c + f ) − Γ

upro = λ[π(e)] −m − `c

uw = wg − `c

ufam = π(e) −m − Γ

upro = λπ(e) −m
uw = wg − ce

Mover #2: CEO

Mover #3: Worker

Mover #4: CEO

Back to actions
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Owner’s choice: family or professional CEO

α

β2

in

iy

FAM

β1

in

iy

PRO

uown = π(e)− Γ

uown = ηπ(e) + (1− η)π(e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
profits

− (1− η)(`c + f )︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost of firing

− m − Γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost to run firm

uown = (1− λ)π(e)

uown =

share of profits︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− λ)

profits︷ ︸︸ ︷
[ηπ(e) + (1− η)π(e)]

Mover #1: Owner

Mover #2: CEO

Four possible outcomes:
Family CEO with monitoring, Family CEO without monitoring, Pro CEO with
monitoring, Pro CEO without monitoring.

back
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Management is correlated with performance

Europe Brazil
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ln(sales) ln(sales) ln(sales) ln(sales) ln(v added)

Ownership and control categories
Private firms (reference category)

Dynastic family CEO -0.080** -0.038 -0.036
(0.033) (0.034) (0.034)

Management variables
z-management 0.057*** 0.063*** 0.050*** 0.115***

(0.014) (0.017) (0.018) (0.029)
z-management x Dynastic family CEO -0.005

(0.029)
Firm controls 3 3 3 3 3

Industry FE 3 3 3 3 3

Survey noise controls 3 3 3 3

Observations 6125 6125 6125 213 213
R2 0.776 0.780 0.780 0.799 0.692
Sample: Orbis Orbis Orbis PIA PIA

back
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

OLS results: basic correlations

(1) (2) (3)
z-management z-management z-management

Family (run) firms
Family owned, family CEO -0.289*** -0.287*** -0.369***

(0.024) (0.034) (0.111)
Founder owned, founder CEO -0.320***

(0.025)

Non-family (run) firms
Family owned, professional CEO -0.097** -0.084 -0.207

(0.040) (0.054) (0.144)
Privately owned, professional CEO -0.155*** -0.137*** -0.253

(0.021) (0.030) (0.162)
Dispersed Shareholders
(reference category)

Observations 13842 5468 818
R2 0.384 0.323 0.240
Noise controls 3 3 3
Firm & country controls 3 3 3
Industry controls 3 3 3
Sample used: Full WMS IV countries IV firms only
Tests of equality (p-values)
Family (run) firms 0.185
Non-family (run) firms 0.143 0.310 0.774
Family vs non-family (run) firms 0.000 0.000 0.131

Baseline
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Firms in the sample are medium-sized, established firms

Family firm Non-family firm
Mean Median SD N Mean Median SD N

Firm characteristics
Employment 462.80 230.0 (701.70) 689 544.84 250.0 (822.46) 135
Firm age 50.52 47.0 (28.61) 689 46.35 41.0 (30.18) 135
% of employees with degrees 11.35 7.8 (12.77) 689 14.44 10.2 (14.41) 135
Multinational = 1 0.12 0.0 (0.33) 688 0.52 1.0 (0.50) 135
Share in low tech industries 0.47 0.0 (0.50) 689 0.30 0.0 (0.46) 135

Diff in means
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

Model intuition

A firm hires workers of unknown ability to produce output.

I The owner decides who the CEO is: herself or a professional.

I CEOs decide on investing in monitoring technology, and whether to
fire workers.

I Workers decide on effort: low ability workers never put in high
effort, and high ability workers put in effort only when monitored.
There share of high ability workers in an industry, η, is public
information.

Timing

Game tree
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

CEO Investment choice: i ∈ {iy , in}

Investment in the monitoring technology allows the CEO to observe the
private choice of workers (high/low effort).

CEOs will choose to invest in monitoring, i = iy if:

Family CEO:

extra profits︷︸︸︷
η∆π ≥

share low ability︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− η)

cost of firing︷ ︸︸ ︷
(`c + f ) +m

Professional CEO: λη∆π︸ ︷︷ ︸
extra profits

≥ (1− η)︸ ︷︷ ︸
share low ability

(`c )︸︷︷︸
cost of firing

+m

∆π = π(e)− π(e)
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Motivation Data IV Specifications Theory

CEO Investment choice: i ∈ {iy , in}

For a given industry with η share of high ability workers:

Owner’s choice
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